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Abstract
We discuss low-level program analyses that are reusable in many high-level analyses
for architecture recovery. They include both program structure analyses known
from compiler front-ends and data-ﬂow analyses. In general, high-level analyses use
the low-level results only partially. We argue that it is necessary to perform the
low-level analyses completely, though. To deal with large systems and to adapt
to diﬀerent high-level analyses, it is, however, necessary to control the low-level
analyses’ precision and scope.
1 Introduction
The detection and extraction of components from a legacy system is one way
of reusing successful components that have not been designed for reuse. Un-
fortunately, the architecture, i.e. the components and connectors, is hardly
documented in such systems. The only trustworthy source of information is
the system implementation. Hence, the components have to be retrieved from
this source. As real world legacy systems tend to be large, the source code
cannot be read directly. Instead, one uses semi-automatic program analyses
to extract the information.
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It is common sense that architecture recovery of legacy systems beneﬁts
from precise data-ﬂow analyses. For example, a precise type or points-to anal-
ysis would lead to more precise call or class graphs, the basis of many of these
analyses. However, the data-ﬂow analyses are diﬃcult to implement, often
more diﬃcult than the analyses for architecture recovery themselves. One
might argue that good could be good enough: too exhaustive data-ﬂow anal-
yses are too expensive and, as architecture recovery is a heuristics anyway,
they would not be justiﬁed by the results. Even more so as legacy systems are
large and the complexity of the (context-sensitive) data-ﬂow analyses grows
exponentially with their precision. However, we lack comparative studies re-
lating the quality of the architecture recovery results to the precision of the
data-ﬂow analysis.
Similar observations continue to hold for many other re-engineering and
forward-engineering techniques like detection of individual components, soft-
ware comprehension, reverse engineering, and software validation or optimiza-
tion. Data-ﬂow analyses are considered helpful but do not seem to justify the
eﬀort.
We propose a low-level analysis library reusable in diﬀerent high-level anal-
ysis contexts. It is tunable in precision in order to easily perform experiments
answering the question: How precise is precise enough for a certain analysis
problem.
We organize the paper in the following way: Section 2 describes problems in
architecture recovery and analyzes why data-ﬂow analyses are essential. It also
sketches the currently proposed analyses for architecture recovery. Section 3
gives an overview of those compiler front-end and data-ﬂow analyses that we
refer to as low-level analyses and that should be provided in the library. It also
discusses the practicability of the current analyses. Section 4 addresses the
problem of complexity and precision of low level analyses. Section 5 presents
our approach.
2 The Architecture Recovery
The goal of software architecture recovery is to recover an abstract architec-
ture representation of a given system. A system’s architecture is deﬁned by
its components, communications among them and the containment relation of
components in larger components 3 [11,25,5,21,24,19]. We deﬁne components
to be software artifacts with typed input and output ports. This deﬁnition
focuses on computational components, but is suﬃciently general to cover all
other variants. Components are identiﬁed as larger units of “coherent” mod-
ules or classes. The notion of coherency usually mixes static and dynamic
system properties: it includes structural connection among the modules or
classes in the call or inheritance graphs (static information). Additionally,
3 The notion of components is recursive.
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it requires strong interactions between the modules or classes by actual calls
(behavioral information).
In a software architecture, the essential communication among components
is given in terms of ports and connectors. A port deﬁnes points in a component
that provide data to its environment and require data from its environment,
respectively. A connector deﬁnes out- and in-ports to be connected and spec-
iﬁes whether data is transported synchronously or asynchronously [14]. Some
connectors may be as complex as most components, and thus require the same
amount of consideration in recovery.
In practice, ports and connectors are implemented by patterns using ba-
sic communication constructs like calls, RPCs, RMIs, input/output routines
etc. provided by the implementation language or the component system. The
Observer Pattern, e.g., is such a port and connector implementation as it
connects an event generator with some listener objects. Hence, we must be
able to identify these communication patterns in order to recover the architec-
ture view of a system’s inter-component communication (i.e. the connectors).
Again, static structure analysis alone is insuﬃcient. It often comes up with
misleading results regarding source and target of the communication: Assume,
e. g., communication is implemented by an event-listener pattern. The source
of the communication provides a method called by the target to add itself
as an event listener. Moreover, the event source captures the listeners in a
container of abstract listener objects. There is usually no static type infor-
mation pointing back to the communication target. This connection is only
visible via the object identiﬁers captured in the communication source – such
information is behavioral information.
Architecture recovery means in practice to identify individual components
and communication patterns. As sketched above, both components and es-
sential communication among them, are deﬁned in terms of (static) structure
and (dynamic) behavior. Hence, architecture recovery require both static and
behavioral information in order to be successful.
Analyses for architecture recovery usually use a call or class graph of the
system. A call graph is a directed graphGcall = (V,E) with a vertex vm ∈ V for
each method or attribute m in the system and a directed edge (vm, vn) ∈ E
for each m potentially accessing method or attribute n. Polymorphism is
resolved by explicit, monomorphic dispatch method residing in the abstract
classes. Attribute access is resolved by set and get methods. A class graph
is a directed graph Gclass = (V,E) with a vertex vc ∈ V for each class c in
the system and a directed edge (vc, vk) ∈ E if Gcall of that system contains an
edge (vm, vn) with m a method of c and n a method or attribute of k.
The computation of call and class graphs require some low-level analysis
to derive abstractions involving classes (or objects) interconnected by various
dependencies (e.g. inheritance, method calls, and aggregation).
Then there are diﬀerent techniques to identify individual components, con-
nectors, or well-known design patterns – actually possible candidates thereof.
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Established techniques to identify component candidates are diﬀerent cluster-
ing techniques based on metrics, dominance analysis or concept analysis, as
well as pattern detection used to identify well-known, and often used, com-
munication patterns. The state of the art is summarized in [18].
The basic approaches in the above techniques are similar in spite of their
separate appearances. It is a bottom-up approach starting from the call or
class graph. Then they “collapses” coherent entities into a single vertex, us-
ing the above mentioned techniques to identify components, or collapse ver-
tices and edges to a single edge using techniques to identify connectors (i.e.
communication patterns). As notion of components is recursive; this process
continues until the whole graph is collapsed.
3 Low Level Analyses
We denote the classic analysis techniques known from the ﬁeld of compiler
construction as low level. Their origin is the translation and optimization of
programs. However, they can support the understanding of systems on higher
levels of abstraction than the source code. We distinguish analyses for checking
the well-deﬁnedness of programs from behavioral analyses of program runs.
The former is done by compile front-ends the latter by data ﬂow analyses.
They are used to construct call and/or class graphs of the system.
Scanners, parsers and static semantic analyzers perform basic program
analysis. Meta-programming libraries provide APIs to access their results,
which are basically attributed syntax trees (ASTs).
In the context of object-oriented languages with dynamic dispatch, the
crucial step in constructing a call graph is to compute a precise approximation
of the set of methods that can be invoked by a given method call. Hence, ASTs
(and its deﬁnition table) can only provide a rough approximation of call and
class graphs.
Many diﬀerent call graph construction algorithms that have been proposed
use data-ﬂow analyses. They range from simple and fast (with relative low
precision) [4,27] to more elaborated ones requiring data ﬂow analysis [1].
On this level, classes are sometimes cloned to distinguish diﬀerent subsets
of instances (objects) of classes and their interaction. The latter type of
class level representation is today rarely used since it requires extensive (and
very memory consuming) data-ﬂow analysis in order to derive a low level
representation that can separate diﬀerent instances of a class. Exceptions are
the object graph presented in [26] and the object model presented in [22].
Data-ﬂow analyses rely on the theory of monotonous data ﬂow frameworks
[20]. In each node of the basic block graph, we compute a analysis value
of a lattice L = (M,) of possible values M . Each block i is assigned a
monotonous transfer function fi : L → L representing an abstraction of the
code in that basic block wrt. to the data-ﬂow analysis problem. Initially, an
appropriate value from L is assigned to the the start (in backward problems
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end) block and⊥ to the other nodes. The analysis is then performed iteratively
by actualizing the values vi ∈ L of nodes i where vi = fi(supj∈pred(i)vj), with
pred(i) as the set of predecessor nodes of i in the graph.
Although the classic basic block graph is deﬁned procedure by procedure,
data-ﬂow analyses can also be performed in an inter-procedural way. There-
fore, the basic block graph is extended to an inter-procedural control ﬂow
graph containing additional edges between call node and callee basic block
graph and back. A problem with this extension is that some paths are never
executed at runtime, e.g. paths from a call x to the callee and back to another
caller y, but contribute to the results of the analysis.
Context sensitive analyses [13] avoid the negative inﬂuences of non-executable
paths on the analysis results. They distinguish analysis results reaching a node
via diﬀerent paths, approximated by the path’s last k nodes. Contexts may
be derived from previous analysis information: [15] and [12] deﬁne an analysis
context as the result of a context insensitive analysis.
Context sensitive and inter-procedural data-ﬂow analyses can also be per-
formed on Static Single Assignment (SSA) form representations of the pro-
gram, reducing the analysis time and representation size compared to ba-
sic block graphs. SSA representations store provable equivalent computation
nodes only once. All uses of their values refer to this single representation.
If more then one deﬁnition of a value reaches (potentially) a use, the join of
the deﬁnition is represented by a pseudo computation, a so called φ-function.
With this trick, each use refers to exactly one deﬁnition.
[10] deﬁnes the standard algorithm for computing the SSA form. By com-
bining this with value numbering [9], and dead code elimination [7,6], the
number of φ-function can be reduced. [2] showed that constant propagation,
arithmetic simpliﬁcations, dead code elimination and elimination of partial
redundancies together with SSA construction not only leads to more compact
representations but also to shorter compilation times. The additional analyses
are amortized as they enable fewer memory allocation operations.
The generalization to Heap-SSA by Martin Trapp [28] allows to represent
object-oriented programs: computations with side eﬀects on the memory con-
sume and compute values of memory type allowing to model dependencies
and anti-dependencies of these operations.
However, the current state of the art in data-ﬂow analysis is not satisfac-
tory regarding architecture recovery. There are open problems in both pro-
gram analysis and representation of analysis results. The memory consump-
tion of analysis results is still the main problem for handling large systems.
However, we observe redundancies, especially in the representation of results
of context-sensitive analyses as often distinguished contexts do not provide
diﬀerent analysis results. The exceptions [3,28] only control small example
programs. The analyses themselves are either too ineﬃcient or too ineﬀec-
tive (sometimes even both). The reason is a statically predeﬁned precision
of the analyses with the exceptions of [23,28]. Interleaving diﬀerent analy-
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ses improves the overall precision. This is disregarded by many approaches,
attempts [8] and more elaborated [28,16].
4 Analysis Precision and Complexity
Current architecture recovery analyses usually deal with structural informa-
tion only as they are targeted to large systems. Because of their complexity,
precise data-ﬂow analyses are simply not applicable [13].
To compensate for this lack of dynamic information, some approaches use
proﬁle information from system runs. However, this only provides informa-
tion that is strongly depending on the proﬁled use cases and, even worse, on
the used data sets in the use cases. It is therefore unclear, how the proﬁle
information generalize.
In some cases, however, data-ﬂow analyses are too precise and detailed
for the actual problems in software comprehension as observed by [26]. They
provide a lot more information than actually needed on higher level.
In general, the ﬁnal result of the high-level analysis could very much depend
on the accuracy of the underlying low level analysis. E.g. the precision of the
underlying call graph will aﬀect the resulting class graph. By precision, we
here mean the accuracy of the low level analysis used to construct the call
graph, which we fold to get a class graph. The relative precision can easily
be measured once a call graph have been derived by counting the number of
edges and/or the number of reachable methods in the graph. In both cases, a
low number indicates high precision since we always approximates the graph
conservatively. 4 The precision of the call graph can also be estimated without
any measurements. This is an approach taken by by Grove et al in [13], and
to a lesser extent, by Tip and Palsberg in [27]. They use a lattice-theoretic
model where each element of the lattice corresponds to a possible call graph
for a program, and call graphs in the lattice are ordered in terms of relative
precision. The interesting part of this work is that they have identiﬁed a
number of parameter that inﬂuences the precision of a call graph construction
algorithm. By comparing these parameters for diﬀerent algorithms they can
induce a partial ordering of the call graph algorithms.
The precise deﬁnition of the folding process makes it possible to transfer
the results regarding the precision of the call graphs to class graphs. A call
graph G1call with higher precision than another call graph G
2
call will always be
folded to a class graph G1class with higher or the same precision as class graph
G2class corresponding to G
2
call. This idea is depicted in Figure 1 where G
i
comp
represents the component graph as the analysis results based on class graph
Giclass folded from call graph G
i
call.
4 Conservative approximations in the call graph algorithm are necessary when the call
graph is going to be used for compiler optimization. In program analysis aimed at program
understanding, this is not necessarily the case. A “good” optimistic call graph may do a
better work than a “bad” pessimistic.
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Fig. 1. Result of the high-level analysis depends on the precision of the underlying
program representations.
The question that remains to answers is to what extent the diﬀerence in
precision will inﬂuence the result of the architecture recovery process. As
indicated in Figure 1, a high precision of the underlying analysis will result
in better high level analysis. However, it is likely that the inﬂuence of a high
precision call graph gets diminished for each abstraction along the way to the
ﬁnal analysis.
We have two problems to identify the right precision of the low-level anal-
yses:
(i) What is feasible? This depends on the actual system (size and struc-
ture) to analyze and on the eﬀort that one can tolerate in the individual
recovery process.
(ii) What is necessary? This could even diﬀer for diﬀerent parts of the same
system.
Hence, the precision must be adaptable for the user of a low-level analysis
library just by parameterization.
5 General Approach
We use a meta programming front-end for the AST construction and the
approach of [28] to construct an SSA representation of the system with the
optimizations of [2] to reduce its size. This is available as a library “libFirm”
already [17].
The low-level analysis library performs value numbering data-ﬂow. For
pointer typed expressions, this is pointer analysis; for type tags, type analysis.
In general, each type of values T corresponds to an initial value lattice LT =
(MT ,T ); each SSA node type n gets outdegree(n) initial transfer functions:
fni : LT in1 × LT in2 × . . .× LT inindegree(n) → LT outi
with T in1 , T
in
2 . . . T
in
indegree(n) types of input edges and T
out
i the type of the i-th
output edge of n.
All low-level analyses depend on another. One cannot perform precise con-
stant analysis without type analysis without pointer analysis without control
ﬂow analysis without constant analysis. (The ordering in that enumeration
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does not matter). Hence, even if we are only interested in the precise types of
some expressions or in the targets of some pointers to construct a call graph,
we cannot get around to solve the other analysis problems. Otherwise, we
lack precision in general; it could not be increased just by parameterization.
Instead, one has to think up the kind of values ignored so far, deﬁne the cor-
responding data-ﬂow problem, attach corresponding transfer functions to the
nodes of the intermediate representation, implement a corresponding value
lattice, and redeﬁne any other analysis implemented so far to take advantage
of the freshly introduced values.
In order to apply the low-level analyses to large systems, they are adaptable
in precision and the slice of the program they analyze.
5.1 Adapt the Analysis Precision
There are two ways to increase precision:
(i) Reﬁne the LT = (MT ,T ) and the corresponding transfer functions,
(ii) Introduce, and stepwise, increase the context sensitivity of the analyses.
For both we follow the ideas of Martin Trapp [28] used for optimizing object-
oriented programs.
The reﬁnement of the lattices and the corresponding transfer functions are
critical as “by-hand” redeﬁnitions are to avoid. Instead, we generalize the
lattices LT = (MT ,T ) to LT = (T (MT ),T ) with T (MT ) a term algebra
over MT . Using algebraic identities, we could increase precision of analyses.
Example 5.1 Let T = int and Lint the constant lattice of over {minint,
. . . , maxint}. Furthermore, assume SSA nodes plus,minus with indegree 2
and outdegree 1 and the usual semantics. Their transfer function are deﬁned
as follows:
fplus1 (i, j)= i+ j if i, j integer constants
fplus1 (
, ) = fplus1 ( ,
)=

fminus1 (i, j)= i− j if i, j integer constants
fminus1 (
, ) = fminus1 ( ,
)=

Furthermore, assume an SSA fragment as depicted below:
plus
minus
expr2expr1
Fig. 2. SSA fragment from expr1 + expr2 − expr2 for some integer expressions
expr1, expr2.
If the value analyzed for either of expr1, expr2 is 
, i.e. unknown, expr1+
expr2 − expr2 gives 
 as well, even if expr1 is a constant.
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Let T be a term algebra over int with {minint, . . . , maxint} ⊂ T and
t1, t2 ∈ T ⇒ plus(t1, t2), minus(t1, t2) ∈ T and the usual algebraic identities.
Let Lint be the constant lattice of over the (constant) ground terms in T .
The transfer functions are now:
fplus1 (i, j)= i+ j if i, j integer constants
f plus1 (I, J)= plus(I, J)
fminus1 (i, j)= i− j if i, j integer constants
fminus1 (I, J)= minus(I, J)
Let Expr1, Expr2 be the terms analyzed for expr1, expr2. The result of the
same fragment is now minus(plus(Expr1, Expr2), Expr2) i.e, using algebraic
identities in T , Expr1.
In general, the term algebras TT for each value type T are constructed
systematically. Each element of MT is a term in TT . Moreover, we introduce
operator symbols n for each SSA node n with an output of type T to construct
terms of TT . The new transfer functions just construct new terms from the
argument (terms).
Terms increase the precision of the analysis. However, as the terms are
unbound in depth, the analyses would not terminate. Eventually, we have to
cut them. This is performed using the originally transfer functions.
Example 5.2 A term . . . plus(plus(plus(Expr1, Expr2), 1), 1 . . . could eas-
ily be reduced to 
 using the original deﬁnition of the transfer function f plus.
The result of the above construction is that the precision is just a pa-
rameter, namely the allowed depth of the terms before the original transfer
functions are applied leading to a widening of information and a reduction of
term size. This parameter can be increased automatically.
Initially the library performs simple context-insensitive analyses. On de-
mand, they can be reﬁned to advanced context-sensitive analyses with a step-
wise reﬁnement of distinguished contexts value types. Context-sensitive anal-
yses distinguish analysis results reaching a node via diﬀerent paths, approxi-
mated by the path’ last k nodes. This is already parameterized precision.
As path and values are uniﬁed only at φ nodes, we only keep track of
values reaching a node via diﬀerent entries of directs or transitively depending
φ nodes. This does not need any special consideration. We only have to keep
the eﬀects of the join functions symbolically as long as the depth of the terms
does not exceed our precision parameter.
The non-symbolic and symbolic deﬁnition of the φ nodes are:
fφ(I1 . . . In)= sup(I1 . . . In)(1)
fφ(I1 . . . In)=χ(I1 . . . In)(2)
with χ a new symbol of the corresponding term algebra.
Example 5.3 Assume an SSA fragment as depicted below:
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ϕ
plus
1
expr
?
Fig. 3. SSA fragment from while(i = expr; cond; i + +) for some unspeciﬁed ex-
pression expr and condition cond.
The analysis value before “?” is 
 for the original constant lattice using
transfer function (1) and would inﬁnitely construct terms:
χ(Expr, plus(χ(Expr, plus(χ(Expr, plus(χ(. . .), 1)), 1)), 1))
using transfer function (2). Depending on the depth of terms it would be

 : insensitive
χ(Expr, plus(
, 1)) : 1 symbolic φ
χ(Expr, plus(χ(Expr, plus(
, 1)), 1)) : 2 symbolic φ
χ(Expr, plus(χ(Expr, plus(χ(Expr, plus(
, 1)), 1)), 1)) : 3 symbolic φ
. . .
Simple algebraic identities would simplify the terms to

 : insensitive
χ(Expr,
) : 1 symbolic φ
χ(Expr, χ(Expr + 1,
)) : 2 symbolic φ
χ(Expr, χ(Expr + 1, χ(Expr + 2,
))) : 3 symbolic φ
. . .
Obviously, the depth of the terms reﬂects the context sensitivity of the anal-
ysis.
In order to guarantee that same terms compute the same values, we must
index the χ symbol with the corresponding φ node id.
5.2 Adapt the Analysis Focus
Orthogonal to the stepwise reﬁnement of the analysis, the library allows to
focus on subsystems. There are two ways to change focus:
(i) Switch from intra-procedural to inter-procedural analyses.
(ii) Analyze partitions of the systems separately with diﬀerent precision.
In the intra-procedural analysis, all values entering a procedure are assumed
to be ⊥. The analysis takes no advantage of results of the analysis of its envi-
ronment. As these results are not to propagate, the intra-procedural analysis
is very eﬃcient. Switching to inter-procedural just removes the restriction of
not propagating results.
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Instead of inspecting the whole system with the same precision, it should
be possible to analyze partitions thereof separately with diﬀerent precision.
Since diﬀerent precisions just refer to a diﬀerent depth of terms, propagation
of analysis values across the borders of diﬀerent precision is simple: values
(terms) propagated from a lower to a higher level of precision continue to
be valid. Values propagated from a higher a to lower level of precision are
simpliﬁed as usual when they exceed the accepted depth.
After each new analysis, succeeding optimizations, e.g. dead code elimi-
nation, reduce the code size such that that more advanced analyses become
possible. Moreover, we perform transformations reducing artiﬁcial dependen-
cies in the SSA graph, e.g. removing edges representing not existing memory
dependencies and calls.
6 Conclusion
We proposed and discussed a low-level analysis library, parameterizable in pre-
cision and adaptable in focus. It is used to support high-level analyses for ar-
chitecture recovery, mainly with data-ﬂow analyses. Therefore, we thoroughly
explored the state of the art in low-, and high-level analyses. We derived
requirements from the intended high-level analyses and assembled suitable
low-level analyses techniques.
Currently, we cannot answer the questions how precise the low-level anal-
yses ought to be – to improve the high-level results – and may be – to be still
feasible. Therefore, our next steps are implementing the library and perform-
ing experiments. On the long run, we hope that this low-level analysis library
generalizes for other high-level analyses and optimizations.
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